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and security forces to arrest those killed the night before. Hezbollah in The funeral was for a Hezbollah man the Khalde area between rival groups. Hezbollah members were killed south At least five people including three critical of Saied held with a military investigation, party arrested two MPs from an Islamist party opposed to a power grab by heads of the country's athletics movement to a new ich PLC president. His term was re-elected as the head of the organization which rules Islamist group Hamas, officials said.

Hezbollah in The search and rescue operations in Turkish states affected by the wildfires. Under the directives of His Highness the Amir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad al-Thani, an equipped team from the Qatar flood Monixer.

Two more Tunisia MP's critical of S3lamani Tunisia security forces have arrested two MPs from an Islamist party opposed to a power grab by the country's athletics movement to a new head of the organization which rules Islamist group Hamas, officials said.

Qatar wins second gold medal for Qatar

Sheikh Joaan lauds high jump superstar's historic achievement at Tokyo 2020

By Sports Reporter

He said he was a fan of Barshim and that he was a statement proved to the army and the country's athletics movement to a new head of the organization which rules Islamist group Hamas, officials said.

First phase of Shura Council polls begins

According to EU data, 13,500 hectares had been burnt in Greece, con- taining olive groves and crops were destroyed. More than 20,000 hectares of forest, olive groves and crops were destroyed.

Fires rage across S Europe
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CONDOLENCES

With profound grief and sorrow, we inform the sad demise of

Mr. Georgios Lakatamitis
WBPS Manager
on 01 August 2021.

His outstanding leadership has been instrumental for the growth of WBPS (West Bay Petroleum and Oil Company) for the last 4 decades.

Our Sincere Condolences to the bereaved family.
Lekhwiya rescue team heads to Turkey

Under the directions of His Highness the Amir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani, a team from the Qatar International Search and Rescue Group of the Internal Security Force ‘Lekhwiya’ headed to Turkey to participate in the search and rescue operations amid raging wildfires in Turkish resort towns.

Qatar Charity builds social housing for poor in Pakistan

Qatar Charity has been doing a lot of work since Covid-19 pandemic, in addition to carrying out social welfare projects on a large scale. The charity has paid special attention to the wellbeing of underprivileged families in Pakistan.

The houses include two bedrooms, a corridor, a kitchen, a toilet, a washroom, a courtyard, a cloth washing area, and a motorised water pump equipped with a water tank, in addition to a boundary wall with a gate. Each 126.4sq m house contributes to providing a dignified life for the beneficiaries.

The beneficiaries were extremely delighted to receive the house keys and as they entered their own homes, not that QC made their dreams come true by building these houses for them.

“Qatar Charity has made a noble deed by providing us with a home to live a dignified life,” said Rub Naana, a widower of a family of six, who had to live in a two-room mud home, and was always at the risk of getting sick due to bad weather.

Go First flights to connect Doha with three Indian cities

Go First (formerly Go Air), described as an ultra-low-cost Indian carrier, is set to operate flights between Doha and three cities in India starting August 6. From Doha, G8 4471 will leave at 10.30pm on the same days and reach Kochi at 5.30am the next day.

From Doha, G8 4472 will leave the next day and reach Kannur at 8pm and arrive in Doha at 9.30pm. From Doha, G8 4473 will leave at 10.30pm on the above-mentioned four days and reach Mumbai at 4am the next day.

From Kochi, G8 1571 will operate twice a week, on Friday and Sunday, starting August 5. It will depart from Kochi at 7.45pm and arrive in Doha at 9.30pm on the same days and reach Kochi at 5.15am the next day.

From Kannur, G8 1573 will operate twice a week, on Friday and Sunday, starting August 5. It will depart from Kannur at 5.15am the next day, Thursday and Saturday, starting August 5. It will depart from Kannur at 5.15am the next day.

Go First is an aviation airline of India’s Wadia Group, which is a part of one of the oldest conglomerates in India with presence in diversified industries. Go First was incorporated on April 24, 2004, and commenced flight operations in November 2005 with its inaugural flight from Mumbai to Ahmedabad. It has flown to 81 airpocalypse since fiscal 2010 and as of December 31, 2020.

Go First was incorporated on April 24, 2004, and commenced flight operations in November 2005 with its inaugural flight from Mumbai to Ahmedabad. It has flown 81 airpocalypse since fiscal 2010 and as of December 31, 2020.

Go First is an aviation airline of India’s Wadia Group, which is a part of one of the oldest conglomerates in India with presence in diversified industries. Go First was incorporated on April 24, 2004, and commenced flight operations in November 2005 with its inaugural flight from Mumbai to Ahmedabad. It has flown 81 airpocalypse since fiscal 2010 and as of December 31, 2020.
MoPH partners mark World Breastfeeding Week

The Ministry of Public Health (MoPH) in conjunction with HMC, the Primary Health Care Corporation (PHCC), and Al Mawsoura Education Arab University (AQUA) has launched a campaign to mark World Breastfeeding Week. The campaign was launched on Monday, August 1, 2021. The aim of the campaign is to draw attention to the importance of breastfeeding mothers, especially within the first few hours of giving birth to successfully breastfeed their babies, and emphasizing the importance of supporting women throughout breastfeeding, as well as to advocate breastfeeding by protecting, promoting, and social media to deliver messages that support breastfeeding and increasing awareness campaigns across Qatar.

The campaign is held in Arabic and English at the Ministry of Public Health Qatar, the Primary Health Care Corporation (PHCC) and community awareness projects held in co-operation with its partners in the health sector to promote breastfeeding and launch awareness campaigns for both the mother and child health forum held this month.

More awareness-raise ing exercises and health education for six-month-old babies will also be organized in the pediatric units at Qatar Children's Hospital and Al-po lice hospitals, where the link will be sent to students via e-mail with the details of the induction programme platform.

QU receives new students for Fall 2021

Qatar University (QU) has welcomed 3,650 new students for the Fall 2021 semester at its main campus in Doha, QM reported. The university is welcoming the largest number of students this year, having been accepted, of which over 73% are Qatari students. QU’s president and vice-chancellor stated that more than 90% of the students have accepted the offers of admission. This comes as the admissions process has been completed.

The administration of QU has stepped up in a smooth manner via the electronic platform, where the link will be sent to students via emails. According to the Department of Admissions at Qatar University, the intake programmes for students admitted to the College of Engineering, Health Sciences and Arts, and the School of Business will start on Aug 5, while the College of Management and Information Technology, College of Medicine and Dentistry and College of Pharmacy and Health Sciences will start on Aug 11. The administration announced that all accepted students can log in to the system and fill the details to receive the information for the programme platform.

The university said that the applicants could access QU’s “electronic induction programme” platform. QU is scheduled to hold the programme for all students admitted to the university, and said: “Through BFHI, we are keen to assist mothers in applying optimal practices of exclusive breastfeeding for a period of six months and continuing until the age of two years.”

One of the objectives of achieving this is by supporting breast- feeding by protecting, promoting, and social media to deliver messages that support breastfeeding and increasing awareness campaigns for both the mother and child health forum held this month.

More awareness-raise ing exercises and health education for six-month-old babies will also be organized in the pediatric units at Qatar Children’s Hospital and Al-po lice hospitals, where the link will be sent to students via e-mail with the details of the induction programme platform.
Two teams of pre-medical students from Weill Cornell Medicine – Qatar (WCM-Q) have been highly commended after creating solutions to two problems highlighted by the Ministry of Public Health (MoPH) in Qatar.

Under the mentorship of Dr Maha al-Sheh, lecturer in chemistry at the Division of Pharmaceutical Education at the WCM-Q, the students entered the National Artificial Intelligence (AI) Competition sponsored by Sheikh Hamad bin Khalifa University (HBKU) and organized by Qatar University.

Each team entered in one of two categories; track 1 – concept and design, and track 2 – prototype and demonstration.

For track 1, the three participating students from the team – Maryam Arabi, Lisa Ahmed, and Dubai al-Majid – examined how artificial intelligence (AI) could be used to improve healthcare in the pandemic.

They realized that due to social distancing, patients are suffering from fear of infection, people are avoiding medical appointments, potentially putting themselves at risk of not receiving necessary procedures, and the healthcare system is struggling to keep up with the strain.

The students came up with the idea of using drone technology that would allow doctors to examine patients remotely.

The drone would be able to take vital signs and perform necessary procedures, and an algorithm – written by the students – would be used to identify and analyze further medical intervention was needed.

A student from track 2 – Khalifa University (HBKU) and Cornell Medicine – Qatar – examined how AI could be used for the software for the future in setting up experimental parameters for a chemical kinetic experiment, which is the study of reaction rates and how they are impacted by factors such as pressure, temperature, and concentration.

Dr Sebah, who worked closely with both teams offering support and guidance, said: “We are incredibly grateful to have had this early exposure in my future research papers,” she said. “I believe that this competition equipped us with the necessary tools and knowledge that will allow us to get involved in research and understand the concept of translating laboratory findings into practical solutions.”

In the Matter of the Exempted Partnership Act 1952 of Bermuda

NOTICE: IS HEERE OGEN pursuant to Section 130(2) of the Exempted Partnership Act 1952 of Bermuda that the Partnership is no longer regulated under the laws of Bermuda and continue in the United International Financial Centre as if the Partnership had been incorporated under the laws of the United International Financial Centre, dated 27 June 2021 at the States of Qanat.

For and on behalf of PitzerwaterhouseCoopersQatar LLC

Mercedes-Benz AMG GT

An incorrect information label regarding the filling of the refrigerator circuit was applied to the inside of the hood during production

Contact the dealer for the free required repair

Nasser Bin Khalid Automobiles

For any consumer protection issues please contact us on the hotline 1801
**Nigeria receives 4mn vaccine doses from US**

The US government has delivered the Moderna Covid-19 vaccine from the United States government to the West African nation as part of an effort to reduce vaccine shortages. The doses, which came on two separate occasions, are part of the country’s efforts to ensure mass vaccination. The vaccine will be used by the US military and its partners to support the vaccination efforts in the West African region.

**Ethiopian Airlines denies shipping weapons to Tigray**

The airline’s involvement in the conflict has sparked widespread concerns in the region. The airline has previously been accused of transporting weapons and soldiers to the Tigray region. Ethiopian Airlines strongly denies the allegations and states that it has nothing to do with any such activities. The airline’s management has also expressed its concern over the ongoing conflict and its impact on the region.

**Iran rejects Israel’s ‘baseless accusations’ over ship attack**

Israel has recently accused Iran of being behind the attack on the Israeli-owned tanker. Iran has rejected the allegations, stating that Israel is behind the attack. The nation has also called on the international community to investigate the incident and hold those responsible accountable.

**Full vaccinated expats return to Kuwait**

Expats, who are fully vaccinated against Covid-19, arrive at Kuwait international airport in Kuwait City, yesterday.

**At least five dead after Lebanon funeral ambush**

A military source said the army had deployed to the scene to arrest those behind the attack. The source added that several people were killed in the ambush.

**Haniyeh re-elected as Hamas chief**

Ismail Haniyeh has been re-elected as the leader of the Hamas movement. The decision was made during a conference in Gaza, where the movement’s political office for a second time, “one Palestinian official told Reuters following an in-camera vote.”

---

**ADVANCED ORAL CARE AT PREMIUM NASEEM FOR A BIGGER SMILE**

Oral health is a window to overall health. At Premium Naseem, we offer comprehensive oral health care with the help of trusted dental care practitioners. Our focus is on prevention and restorative care services including dental crowns, tooth fillings, cavity fillings, fluoride treatment and more. Cosmetic dentistry helps improve appearance and boost confidence through procedures like bleaching, crowns, implants and more. Periodontics, prosthodontics, and endodontics are all critical parts of our treatment plan.

---

**REGION/ARAB WORLD/AFRICA**

---

**CRIME**
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---

**Lebanon funeral ambush**

At least five people were killed in an ambush on a funeral procession for a party official in Khaldeh area between members of the Lebanese group and others, sources said.

A military source said the army had deployed to the scene to arrest those behind the attack. The source added that several people were killed in the ambush.

---

**Advocates**

Advocates for children’s rights call on all armed men on the streets to open fire on all armed rivals, as Hamas chief Haniyeh (58), was the right-hand man of Hamas founder Sheikh Ahmed Yassin (58), a British security source said.
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Chinese cities test millions as Covid-19 cases climb

Several Chinese cities have imposed severe restrictions this week as the Delta variant continues to spread, prompting authorities to launch mass testing and lockdowns. Beijing, the country's capital, and Shanghai, its financial hub, have both reported new infections, with the virus spreading across the country.

In Beijing, authorities have ordered a citywide lockdown for seven days after a case was detected in the city's suburbs. The local government has also restricted people from leaving the city for non-work reasons and has closed schools.

Shanghai, meanwhile, has announced stricter control measures, including the suspension of in-person classes in primary and secondary schools, and the imposition of a 14-day quarantine period for people who have been in contact with confirmed cases.

The new cases are a stark reminder of the ongoing threat posed by the Delta variant, which has become the dominant strain in many parts of the world, including China. The country has reported more than 11,000 cases since the beginning of the pandemic, with the majority occurring in recent months.

Despite the strict measures, experts warn that it is too early to declare victory over the virus. "We must remain vigilant," said a Chinese virologist. "This is a critical period for containing the spread of the Delta variant."

The new cases come as other parts of the world also struggle to contain the virus. In the United States, daily infections have been on the rise, with more than 100,000 cases reported in the past week. In Europe, a new wave of infections has emerged, with countries like the United Kingdom and Spain reporting record numbers.

The global pandemic has yet to be fully contained, with millions of lives lost and economies still struggling to recover.

---

New polls in two years: Myanmar junta chief

Myanmar's military junta said it would hold elections in two years, a move that could potentially shift the country's political landscape. The announcement comes amid growing international pressure on the junta, which has been accused of widespread human rights abuses.

The military, which has been in power since 1962, said it would hold elections in 2024, a decision that could pave the way for a civilian government. However, many observers remain skeptical, with concerns over the junta's commitment to democracy and its willingness to relinquish power.

The announcement was made by Myanmar's junta chief, Senior Gen. Min Aung Hlaing, who has been in power since the 2016 coup. He said the elections would be held in accordance with the constitution and would be free and fair.

The move comes as the country faces a growing crisis, with tens of thousands of people displaced by military operations and economic sanctions imposed by the United Nations and the United States.

Human rights groups have called for a boycott of the elections, with many politicians and activists refusing to participate. "The elections are a sham, we will not participate," said a leading political figure. "We will continue our struggle for democracy and human rights."
The United States will now lock down again to "circuit break" the coronavirus as "hot spots" where the delta variant fuels a rapid surge of infections continue to spread. While the delta variant is largely responsible for the increase in cases of COVID-19, it can also infect people who are vaccinated, although it is less likely to cause severe illness or hospitalization.

"Not enough to crush the outbreak, but I believe it will go down," said Dr. Anthony Fauci. "The delta variant is probably not the last iteration of this virus." He went on to say that the US should be "cautiously optimistic" because the number of cases is "going down slowly." Yet, he also emphasized that the pandemic is "far, far from over."

Fauci noted that the US has vaccinated about 90% of adults and the overall rate of vaccination is high. However, he stressed that it is important to continue to vaccinate more people, especially those who are older or have underlying health conditions.

"The US started to lockdown in March and April 2020," Fauci said. "We have done better at vaccinating people than the rest of the world. But we still have a long way to go." He added that the US needs to increase vaccination efforts, especially in areas with lower vaccination rates.

Fauci also noted that the US is still struggling with the delta variant, which has spread rapidly in recent weeks. The variant has also triggered a surge in hospitalizations and deaths, particularly among those who are unvaccinated.

"We are not through the pandemic yet," Fauci said. "We still have a long way to go." He added that the US needs to continue to work together to vaccinate more people and to protect those who are vulnerable to the virus.
**Guardian News and Media**

**Employees offering up to £10,000 to lure workers**

Employers are offering up to £10,000 to lure workers, as the UK faces one of the most serious economic shutdowns since the pandemic. This has been described as a “domestic disturbance”.

**Parched villages in India hunt for scarce water**

A day ago, a girl from a small village in the Indian state of Rajasthan was crushed by a truck while trying to fetch water. She was one of many people who have died this year from dehydration. The government has said that it will provide enough water for everyone in the country, but the situation remains critical.

**Sunak pushing UK premier to relax travel rules**

Sunak is pushing the UK prime minister to relax travel restrictions, in order to attract tourists and reverse a decline in tourism. He has written to the prime minister about the possibility of allowing people from countries on the “green list” to visit the UK without quarantining, and has argued that this would boost the economy.

**Johnson faces backlash over Covid passports**

The prime minister is facing a backlash over his plans to introduce Covid passports. The opposition has described this as “political expediency”, and has accused the government of “overreach”.
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The Delta variant: Infection intensity alarms scientists

A recent outbreak in Provincetown, Massachusetts, has exposed the high transmissibility of the Delta variant, prompting alarms from scientists who fear its impact on vaccination efforts.

"It was on May 13 that people in the US were told they no longer needed to wear masks indoors or outdoors if they had been vaccinated. The new guidance reflects a                                                                 tement. As Kathleen Neuzil, a vaccine expert at the University of Maryland School of Medicine, said, getting more people vaccinated remains the priority, but the public may also have become complacent about whether coronavirus vaccines remain effective and "a public convinced no more work would be needed.""

"Infection intensity as easily as chickenpox. Even more alarming is the finding that people who were vaccinated were transmitting the virus as easily as those who were unvaccinated. Vaccinated people infected with Delta have the same viral load as those who are unvaccinated and infected with the variant. CDC scientists were so alarmed by the new research that the agency last week significantly changed guidelines for vaccinated people even before making new data public.

The data and studies cited in the document played a key role in revising the official guidelines that call for everyone in the US — vaccinated or not — to wear masks indoors in public settings or in certain circumstances. There is a higher risk among older age groups for hospitalization and death relative to younger people, regardless of vaccination status. The document outlines "communication challenges" faced by cases in vaccinated people, including concerns from local health officials about whether coronavirus vaccines remain effective and "a public convinced no more work would be needed.""

"The document outlines "communication challenges" fuelled by cases in vaccinated people, including concerns from local health officials about whether coronavirus vaccines remain effective and "a public convinced no more work would be needed.""
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"The document outlines "communication challenges" fuelled by cases in vaccinated people, including concerns from local health officials about whether coronavirus vaccines remain effective and "a public convinced no more work would be needed.""
A shortage of semiconductor has hampered automakers and other goods producers continued to place orders for more supplies.
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Second shipment of food aid from Qatar to the Lebanese army arrives in Beirut

By Joey Aguilar
Staff Report

Qatar Museums for the nation’s largest number of people to have a chance to “discover the architecture of screenplays.”

The Architects Hub Qatar, a co-agreed-upon innovation lab, will hold an online talk – focusing on 3D construction techniques – with IAA Robotics co-founder and vice-president of human-machine interaction Senem Manuel. The lab fees are QR300, but Cultura Pass members are entitled to a 10% discount.

He said this campaign came after the conclusion of a similar campaign at Al Khor and Al Thakhira, where many abandoned vehicles and equipment were removed, “without the owners themselves.”

The next destination for the campaign will be Al Khor Municipality. The campaign will subsequently cover other municipalities.

Abandoned vehicles removal drive launched at Al Daayen

A part of the ongoing inspection campaigns to remove abandoned vehicles across the country, a joint operation launched by the municipality of Al Daayen.

The campaign is being carried out by the mechanical equipment department, and the special cleaning department in cooperation with Al Daayen Municipality, as part of entering the triage of Law No. 6 for 2017 in public regions, besides cleaning, hygiene coverage, maintaining public health, and the environment, said Hamad bin Sultan al-Shahwani, the head of the special control section at Al Daayen Municipality and member of the Permanent Committee to remove abandoned vehicles in the country. They took part in the campaign alongside Al Daayen Municipality and other municipalities in the district. Representations of other concerned entities from the Ministry of Interior and the Internal Security Forces (Police) also participated.

Representatives of other concerned sections from the Ministry of Interior and the Internal Security Forces (Police) also participated. They will also have the opportunity to take part in focus group discussions. Comments are confidential, but agreed upon in advance, and all responses are anonymous.

"They will also have the opportunity to continue their filmmaking journey with the DFI development team, working towards further education and professional and technical development, and eight out of ten have got at least one vaccine dose. According to Dr Mariam Aboulhassan, managing director of Health Protection and Communicable Disease Centre, said "Clinical evidence here in Qatar shows that the vaccines are highly effective." She added, "If you are not vaccinated, please play your part in beating Covid-19, helping us to return to normal life as soon as possible.”
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